Abstract: Chelyabinsk event of Feb 15, 2013 clearly demonstrated that decameter size Near Earth Objects (NEO) should be considered as hazardous ones. Another important lesson is that bodies approaching the Earth from day sky could not be discovered by any ground-based or near Earth space telescopes and the only way to detect these bodies reasonably well beforehand is to put the telescope(s) relatively far from the Earth. We proposed the project of space system SODA (System of Observation of Day-time Asteroids) for exhaustive detection of decameter (and larger) bodies approaching the Earth from the Sun direction (Chelyabinsk type meteoroids). The medium-size (30 cm) wide field telescopes are to be put into vicinity of L1 (Earth-Sun) point. Observations will be performed in barrier mode. Two options are considered: single spacecraft (SC) or pair of SCs. We describe major constituents and options of the project. The entire project could be implemented with off-shelf components and fits to low-cost project requirements. Special attention is paid to accuracy of orbit of the NEO. In a variant of two SCs capable to perform observation in triangulation mode accuracy of atmosphere entry point for Chelyabinsk-like body could be as high as few tens of kilometers.
Introduction
The Chelyabinsk event of Feb 15, 2013, i.e . the entry of a 17 m asteroid into the Earth atmosphere has been described and analyzed in detail in Emelyanenko (2013); . In the context of the asteroid and comet hazard, the basic lessons of the Chelyabinsk event can be summarized as follows.
-NEO of decameter size can be dangerous. -We could not prevent such collisions. The only way to decrease the danger is to warn people about collision threat. -Warning time should be not less than 4 hours. -Bodies that enter the Earth's atmosphere from day sky can't be discovered by any ground-based or near Earth space telescopes. -To detect the NEO coming from the day sky and properly calculate its orbit we need space-born telescope located far away from the Earth.
Current programs of survey are typically focused on 100 m class (and larger) objects. Completeness of existing and future NEO surveys is presented in Figure 1 (adapted from NASA presentation, courtesy L. Jonnson). A number of still undiscovered decameter size NEO is huge. The exhaustive discovery and cataloguing decameter size NEO is impossible or it is a task for very remote future. The only way to protect Earth against smaller bodies and/or to mitigate is to have 24 hours 7 days a week global service to detect NEO and to warn about possible collision in real time. And, to repeat, for constructing the service we need space born facilities for discovery of the NEO coming from the day sky. Space-based systems for detecting hazardous celestial bodies are discussed by experts in various countries. Some of the projects also allow detection of bodies on the daytime sky. The first project of this type has already been implemented. The Canadian spacecraft NEOSSat (The NearEarth Object Surveillance Satellite) launched into orbit in February 2013 (e.g. Laurin (2008) ). The microsatellite with a 15 cm Maksutov optical telescope aboard is used for detecting near Earth asteroids, whose orbits lie inside the Earth's orbit, i.e. are in the daytime sky in a wide (common) sense. As the spacecraft is placed in a tight near Earth orbit, the area around the Sun with radius less than 45 ∘ is inaccessible for it. The small aperture of the telescope allows detecting only rather bright bodies. However, the primary objective of this spacecraft is observing satellites and space debris. Also it is worth to mention successful mission NEOWISE equipped with 40 cm telescope which has discovered 835 NEOs and 139 comets (e.g. Mainzer (2011) ).
The idea of placing a space telescope in the vicinity of the point L1 in the Sun-Earth system was first very briefly presented in Dunham (2013) . It was proposed to place thẽ 1 m telescope into a halo-orbit around point L1.
In Shustov (2015) , we proposed concept of the project of space system SODA (System of Observation of Day-time Asteroids) which is aimed to detect all day-time 10 m class NEO approaching the Earth. We present some results of the feasibility study (Pre-Phase A). Special attention is paid to accuracy of orbit of the NEO (Section 3), summary and future plans are presented in Section 4.
The SODA project

General ideas
The SODA project goals are:
-to detect~90% of potential hazard bodies larger than 10 m coming from the Sun direction (day-time); -to provide alert no later than 4 hour (10 hour typical) before possible collision; -to predict the NEO atmosphere entry point with best possible accuracy; -to characterize (evaluate size and mass) of the observed NEO.
The SODA project is based on several principal ideas. The first idea is that the telescope for detecting dangerous celestial bodies approaching the Earth from the Sun must be placed at L1 libation point of Sun-Earth system. At this point even small aperture telescope (25-30 cm) is efficient to detect 10 m class NEO in optical wavelength because it observes NEO at the optimum phase angle and relatively short distance.
The second idea is to use a barrier detection method instead of all-sky survey. Barrier mode of detection strategy significantly reduces requirements to survey rate, telescope field of view, detector size, etc.
The third idea is to follow up the NEO, only it was classified when crossing the barrier as potentially dangerous one. Observations are to be carried on in a target mode on every few minutes to determine orbit of NEO as precise as possible and to characterize it. According to Shustov (2017) the number of dangerous bodies that need to be observed in a target mode does not exceed few per day.
The fourth idea is to use two spacecrafts located around L1. The main advantages of two satellites option are as follows:
-to increase the accuracy of orbit determination using triangulation method of observation; -to solve the problem of missing bodies flying close to the spacecraft (at a distance of less than 0.4 million km), i.e. ensuring close to 90% completeness of detection; -to increase the detection area; -to improve system reliability.
Principles of operation of SODA project
In Figure 2 the general scheme of observation in SODA project for two spacecrafts option is shown. Each SC will be equipped with three telescopes to provide required survey efficiency. Each telescope will observe part (slightly above 120 ∘ ) of conical barrier every 3 minute. The brief summary of typical operational parameters of SODA is presented in Table 1 . The NEO moving from the Sun sky area crosses the optical barrier approximately one day before it closest approach to the Earth. Crossing time of barrier for typical NEO is about 30 minute. This means that NEO will be observed about 8 times when crossing the barrier. The data will be transmitted to the ground center where preliminary orbit is to be calculated. This is sufficient to classify object as dangerous. If the NEO is classified as object of special interest ground center sends a command to SODA SC to observe the object in a target mode every 3 minutes. The last observation can be done at angular distance between NEO and the Earth of ∼5 ∘ . General requirement is to observe NEO during time interval sufficient to calculate precise orbit and atmospheric entry point and to make warning no later than approximately 4 hours before impact. To reduce scattered light from the Earth and to observe NEO at angular distance from the Earth down to 5 ∘ we suggest to put the mask in front of telescopes (see below description of spacecraft).
To use possibility of triangulation in two SC option one has to know the position of the SC in the Solar System with accuracy of about 1 km (good) or 10 km (still acceptable) and onboard time with accuracy of 0.01 s.
Telescope(s) and critical technical issues of SODA Project
It is proposed to use the telescope with lens corrector designed by Terebizh V.Yu. (e.g. Terebizh (2011) ). Similar telescopes were widely used for ground-based observations. Some of them can be used for space-born telescope either.
One of the challenges of SODA project is the problem of very frequent repointing of the telescope (every few seconds) and accordingly frequent read-out of the detector. We suggest to put full-aperture slewing mirror in front of each telescopes for quick repointing. This implies very flexible observation program, possibility of tight dutycycle and redundancy. The telescope, slewing mirror and a ba e are schematically shown in Figure 3 , the main parameters in Table 2 .
Slewing pre-aperture mirror technology for repointing of space telescopes was used in a number of space experiments. We consider the design of the slewing mirror that was implemented in a series of new-generation meteorological satellites Electro-L developed by Lavochkin Association (Russia). The satellites operate in geostationary orbit. The payload has an optical-mechanical scanner with flat slewing mirror in front of telescope that moves continuously to provide frame and line scan to get twodimensional image of the Earth. The size of the slewing mirror is about 30 cm, the mirror swing angle is 5 ∘ , design lifetime is 7 years. The 10 cm telescope with 20 cm slewing mirror is used in the UFFO instrument onboard spacecraft Lomonosov (e.g. Jeong (2012)). The movable mirror provides the tilting Due to a large number of frames (10 7 frames over 5 years) and short exposure time modern large-format CMOS detectors with electronic shutter are required to operate with SODA's telescope. We proposed to use the new radiation-hard CMOS GSENSE6060BSI of Gpixel company. The format of 6k×6k with 10 micron pixel and read-out time of 1 s makes this detector suitable for the project.
Estimates of system performance
Detection zones for space telescope located at L1 with a given value of signal to noise (S/N) ratio are shown in Figure 4. Isophote zones of constant S/N are shown with a step of 3 units. A separate pink isophote is given for S/N = 9 which corresponds to a reliable detection of the NEO. The calculations were made for 10 m size NEO with albedo of 0.13, 30 cm telescope and exposure time of 4 s.
The results of calculations demonstrate that sensitivity of the SODA telescope is sufficient to detect 10 m NEO at distances up to 2 million km.
The SODA system is expected to discover about 3000 NEO larger than 10 m coming into near Earth space in 5 year of operation (Shustov (2017) ). It is expected to have several impactors during this period.
SODA spacecraft
The conceptual layout of the spacecraft with three 30 cm telescopes is shown in Figure 5 . Parabolic high-gain antenna fixed on spacecraft with its axis coincides with the axis of the barrier cone. In front of the telescopes at distance of about 3 m a shamrock-shape mask is installed to screen the Earth light.
We proposed to use a small space platform with an improved stabilization system. Propulsion system should be able to insert the spacecraft to the vicinity of point L1 and provide navigation around L1 for 5+5 years. The scientific payload mass estimation is 100-150 kg with power consumption of 100 W. Space platform should provide angular stabilization with a residual drift less than 0.5 arcsec/s. The pointing accuracy of the platform is not important because the telescopes will be pointed by slewing mirrors.
The total mass of SODA spacecraft was estimated as ∼400 kg. To insert this mass to L1 orbit medium-class launcher with upper stage is required.
One of the challenge of the SODA project is a big raw data flow from detectors (150 Mbps) and requirement to have almost continuous transfer of scientific data from L1 to ground data processing center because of requirement of short warning time (several hours). From L1 point typical downlink data rate provided with available equipment is about 250 kbps. This implies necessity of onboard real time data processing. Downlink channel will be used for transfer of observation data (coordinates, intensity) and transfer of small cropped image around the selected object(s) in a target observation mode.
It is necessary to organize SODA's own network of ground stations distributed longitudinally. Moderate size 6 m class antennas are sufficient. Each time at least one (two for reliability) of the stations should be on the day side of the Earth.
On the accuracy of NEO orbit determination with SODA
The accuracy of calculation of entry point into the atmosphere is very important component of the effectiveness of the SODA project. The accuracy is critical point for future actions of prevention and mitigation. The accuracy depends first of all on the accuracy of the calculated NEO orbit which is determined mostly by details of observation: characteristic of telescopes, configuration of SC and program of observation, e.g. on the length of observed orbit arc.
We perform a simulation to estimate the accuracy of entry point into the Earth atmosphere calculation for Chelyabinsk meteoroid orbit (Emel'yanenko (2014)).
The telescope parameters are as given in a previous section of this paper, the SODA SCs was put on SOHO orbit. Three variants of SODA configuration around the point L1 were analyzed: -variant 1: single SC; -variant 2: two SCs orbiting L1 in counter-phase mode at maximal distance between SCs or at phase shift strictly equal to 180 ∘ ; -variant 3: same as variant 2 but at phase shift of 60 ∘ , this presents more realistic situation of relative positioning of SCs.
Thus we consider here dependence of size and form of uncertainty region only on SC configuration (single SC versus two SCs) and on the length of observed orbit arc.
Lengths of observed arcs were considered in a range of 2-15 hours, which seems to be realistic. We had experience with this issue (e.g. ) and know that this parameter can be critical.
The dispersion ellipsoid which characterizes uncertainty of position of the object at given time was considered at the minimum approach to the Earth. Uncertainty of entry point region was considered as a projection of dispersion ellipsoid on layer of Earth atmosphere at altitude of 110 km, i.e. on the border of dense layers of the atmosphere.
The entire process of modeling was divided into several stages. The first stage is the preliminary orbit determination. The arc length is minimal (30 minute of NEO crossing time of the barrier). Up to 8 frames can be used. If orbit is classified as dangerous the target mode is switched on. Then we added simulated observation piece by piece (each piece means 1 hour arc with getting frames each three minutes) and calculated form and size of uncertainty region, total arc length was assumed to be as large as 15 hours. Thus to calculate orbit we can have up to 300 almost evenly distributed (along the orbit) frames. We simulated observation with SODA assuming error of a single observation to be equal to 1.4 arcsec. To solve the equations of motion of the asteroid we have used an Everhart integrator of 17-order. Model of forces included gravitation of the Sun, eight planets, Moon and Pluto. A set of virtual particles that simulate the uncertainty of the orbital elements of the object have been obtained with method based on the Cholesky covariance matrix. Details of simulation are similar to those presented in .
Main results, i.e. estimates of size and form of uncertainty region of the entry point, are presented in Table 3 . Sizes of uncertainty region was estimated using 3 sigma approach. The first factor of the product is the length of the region of uncertainty along the trajectory of the body, the second factor is the size across the path.
General conclusions that can be derived from Table 3 are as follows.
-For Chelyabinsk body being observed with SODA in the case of single SC (variant 1) the accuracy of determination of uncertainty region of entry point is poor. Maximal length of arc (observed piece of or- bit) is required to get practically valuable accuracy ( Figure 6 ). -Two SCs (variant 2 and 3) seems to provide much better accuracy. For longer arcs the accuracy of determination of uncertainty region can be as low as few tens km. This is quite well for making decision on mitigation (see Figure 7 ). -In contradiction with the intuition variant 3 turned to be better (provides higher precision) than variant 2. We think that here details of flyby of the asteroid by a couple of SCs is more important then just a larger distance betweev SCs (in variant 3). The issue will be studied in detail later. 
Conclusions and prospects
The Chelyabinsk event changed our priorities in asteroid and comet hazard problem. We understand that it is necessary to create special facilities to detect the decameter size bodies coming from day sky. In this paper, we demonstrated the possibility of implementation of the space system to detect such NEO coming from the Sun direction (day-time) using existing technologies. Several hours of warning time provided by SODA project is sufficient to decrease risks. Larger warning time implies dramatically larger cost. Simulation showed that the observation of NEO (Chelyabinsk meteoroid) for 8 hours with two SCs is sufficient to define the uncertainty region of entry point within a few tens of kilometres, which is quite practical. Observations with one SC does not provide so good result. Note that the accuracy of the entry point of the body may be improved if error of a single observation will be decreased.
Apart from practical issue of solving NEO problem, SODA will provide experts with valuable data on statistics and kinematics of minor bodies in vicinity of the Earth. To increase the scientific outcome from the SODA mission we suggest to install additional scientific payload for Sun observation and Earth-observation on Sun-side and Earthside of spacecraft respectively.
On SODA spacecraft it is reasonable to install additional 30 cm telescope with ∼ 0.6 ∘ field of view similar to EPIC of DSCOVR mission (e.g. Smith (2011) ). With 6k×6k detector and 25% of radio link capacity for Earth observation program we can get up to 5-10 images of the Earth per hour with 5-10 km spatial resolution. Today the SODA project is in Pre-Phase A stage (Mission Analysis and Identification). The request for funding for Phase A (Feasibility) was submitted to ROSCOSMOS. International collaboration is welcome for the project as well as cooperation with other ground-based projects focused on detection of 10 m class NEO.
We believe that combination of space-based (SODA) and ground-based (e.g. ATLAS, Tonry (2011) ) projects is a proper way to provide realistic warning system against small (decameter size) impactors.
